: Atomic cartesian coordinates (in angstroms) of Cy3B optimized geometry in vacuum (see Methods). To be continued in Table S2 . Table S2: Continuing from Table S1 .
C -1.6871138999 9.0038503564 -1.3858705604 C -1.6453669684 8.0679826434 -0.3424565400 C -0.4956661520 7. 2820744465 -0.2487045801 S -0.7090582604 10.3578115725 -3.6909047724 O -0.5048677967 9.3711624669 -5.0012596104 O -2.2114749095 11.0129651311 -3.4836797522 O 0.5732344924 11.3497774131 -3.3781499056 Tables of dielectric constants valid for the case of no dielectric mismatch at the surface of the NP. In our case the NP is embedded in a different dielectric material (S3) . Therefore, the exciton Hamiltonian (Eq. (7) ibid.), is substituted byĤ =Ĥ (e) + Σ(r e ) +Ĥ (h) + Σ(r h ) − V (r e , r h ).Ĥ (e) (Ĥ (h) ) and r e (r h ) are the electron (hole) Hamiltonian and coordinate, respectively, (defined in Eq. (3) ibid.).
V (r, r ′ ) is the Green function of the generalized Poisson problem, i.e., ∇ r {ǫ(r) · ∇ r V (r, r ′ )} = δ(r − r ′ ), where ǫ(r) is the position-dependent dielectric constant. Σ(r) is the self-energy associated with the latter problem. S4 In our specific case, ǫ(r) is spherically symmetric and is defined piecewise as: ǫ(r) = ǫ 1 for r ≤ R NP , and ǫ(r) = ǫ 2 for r > R NP , where ǫ 1 (ǫ 2 ) is the dielectric constant inside (outside) the NP, and R NP the radius of the NP. The explicit expressions for V (r, r ′ ) and Σ(r) can be found in Ref. S5. Σ(r) is introduced as an extra potential in the numerical solution of the electron and hole single-particle states.
S3
The derivation of TEF for the case of no dielectric mismatch can be also found in Ref.
S3. In the general case, we must substitute Eq. (15) and (17) 
where Additional data in RET rates calculation Experimental absorption and PL spectra of the dye and NP Figure S1 shows the experimental absorption and PL spectra of the dye S6 and the NP S7 used to compute the spectral overlap factors J M→NP and J NP→M reported in Table S4 (Eq. (6) 
Master equations and time-dependent populations
The kinetic model is based on the following set of master equations,
where γ = arccos (e ·ẑ). NP-bright (NP-dark) configuration corresponds to γ = 0 (γ = π/2).
The populations of the degenerate excited states of the NP with d
NP are denoted as P NPz and P NPy , respectively. P Mx , P My and P Mz correspond to the excited state populations of each of the dyes with d M x,ŷ, andẑ, accordingly. The latter kinetic equations are specific for our prototypical NC with six dyes tethered to the NP in an octahedron configuration and coherent with the crystal symmetry of the NP lattice, as seen in m.t. 
Steady-state rates and spectra
The steady-state total emission rates of the dyes and the NP are defined by
respectively, where the dependence on γ and R is understood. The total emission rates for NP-bright and NP-dark configurations, i.e., the coefficients entering in Eq. (7) We define as well the steady-state net RET rates K M→NP and K MM (capital letter K) as follows
where P Mx,y,z and P NPy,z are steady-state populations. K M→NP is the rate of RET from bright-dyes to NP, which is the only possible dye-NP RET, while K MM is the rate of RET from bright-dyes to dark-dyes. Both K M→NP and K MM depend also on the polarization (e.g.,
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NP-bright/NP-dark) through the populations (Fig. S2 ).
Equations (4) and (5) are specific for the prototypical NC with six dyes tethered to the NP in an octahedron configuration and coherent with the crystal symmetry of the NP lattice, as seen in m.t. Table S5 show net RET and emission rates in the enhancement/quenching regimes for NP-dark/NP-bright configurations. It is remarkable that the dye excitations are preferentially transferred to the NP (i.e, c M ≪ K M→NP ) in all cases, except for the NP-dark configuration in the quenching regime, where intrinsic decay is a more efficient mechanism (i.e, c M > K M→NP ). For NP-dark configuration in the enhancement regime, the transfer is accomplished in two steps: (i) the dye-dye RET from the photoexcited dyes to the dyes aligned with the NP bright plane, and (ii) the dye-NP RET from the latter intermediate dyes, as seen in Table S5 . For NP-bright configuration, whether in the enhancement or the quenching regime, the dominant process is the direct dye→NP transfer from the photoexcited dyes. Finally, we note that, even filtering the NP PL, the enhancement (c Tables S6 and S7 are equivalent to Table S5 in the condition of k NP abs = 0 and k NP→M = 0, respectively. The latter are used as consistency checks of our interpretations. Indeed, we corroborate from Tables S6 and S7 that NP absorption and back-transfer are both necessary for obtaining the relative enhancement of dye PL in NP-bright with respect to NP-dark configuration (cf. Table S5 ). In other words, in the condition of no absorption (blocking effect suppressed) or no back-transfer, total emission rates indicate a quenching, i.e., c
Blocking and back-transfer effects
We say that dye→NP RET process is blocked when the NP is already excited, and S11 therefore, cannot accept further excitations before decaying. This blocking is accounted for by factors (1 − P NPy − P NPz ) in the NP absorption and dye→NP RET terms of the kinetic equations, i.e., Eqs. (3). Notice that it is more probable to have this blocking events if the NP is also excited by light absorption. As discussed in the m.t., the blocking effect reduces the probability of dye→NP RET, thus increasing the probability of dye de-excitation by intrinsic decay pathways. Back-transfer, i.e., NP→dye RET, also reduces the net flux of excitations from dyes to the NP, by contributing to the dyes excited state population, which ultimately leads to an increase of the probability of dye de-excitation by intrinsic decay pathways. In Tables S6 and S7 we show how the total emission rates of the dyes in the NP-bright configuration decrease when the NP absorption or back-transfer are switched off, as expected, ultimately eliminating the relative enhancement of the PL. Table S5 : Net dye→NP (red), and bright-dyes → dark-dyes (blue) RET rates, along with total dye emission rates for NP-dark and NP-bright configurations in the case of enhancement/quenching (R = 4.23 nm / R = 7.67 nm). The dye absorption rate is 3.0 × 10 −2 ns −1 . Bright-dyes are the four dyes placed in the bright plane of the NP, while dark-dyes are the two dyes in the dark axis of the NP. In the schematics, NP is drawn as a large circle, whereas bright-dyes (dark-dyes) are represented by a single black dot on top (to the right) of the NP.
Total emission rates (ns Table S6 : Same as Table S5 for the case of k NP abs = 0. No relative enhancement is found since blocking effect is suppressed.
Total emission rates (ns −1 ) 6.1 × 10 Table S7: Same as Tables S5 and S6 for the case of k NP→M = 0. No relative enhancement is found since back-transfer effect is suppressed.
Total emission rates (ns 
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Octahedral tessellation.
To evaluate the dependence of the average dye-dye and dye-NP RET rates on N , we generate a collection of N -vertexes polyhedra circumscribed in a sphere of radius R representing the shell of dyes. Dyes are sitting at the vertexes of such polyhedra. In particular, we follow the rules for octahedral tessellation. S8 The case of N = 6 is the one considered in the text, i.e., an octahedron. In general, the angular positions of the dyes are
for k = 0, . . . , 2s, being k ′ = min(k, 2s − k), s an integer, and N = 4s 2 + 2. Notice that
is the mean number of first neighbors in the N -vertexes polyhedron following octahedral tessellation. This sort of tessellation allows us to assure a close to uniform distribution of dyes in the surface of the NP for any N . Indeed, it is impossible to build a regular N -vertexes polyhedron for arbitrary N . Figure S4 : The octahedron (N = 6) and other two N -vertexes polyhedra generated by octahedral tessellation rules, corresponding to Eqs. (6).
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From Eqs. (6), we obtain the dye-dye distances R MM and the orientational factor (4) in the m.t.). Note that for N = 6, κ = 3/2.
Average RET rates
The average dye-dye and dye-NP RET rates are defined as
respectively, where k Details on Figure 5 inset of the main text Poisson distribution of the number of dyes per NP Let us, finally, consider that the dispersion of the number of dyes per NC follows a Poisson statistics, i.e., with probability distribution P (n; N ) = N n e −N /n!, where now N is the expected value for the number of dyes per NC, and n is a particular realization of the number of dyes in a specific NC. S10 We can then compute the expected quenching curve as q(R; N ) = ∞ n=0 P (n; N ) q(R; n),
where q(R; n) is the quenching curve of a NC with n dyes. We get the approximated q(R; n) from a linear interpolation of q(R) for the cases with n = 6 and 18, i.e., q(R; n) = (q(R; 18)− q(R; 6))/12 × (n − 6) + q(R; 6). The latter q(R; 6) and q(R; 18) are quenching curves coming from a generalization of the model already presented in Eq. (9) of the m.t., i.e., q(n; R) = Φ b M→NP (n; R) (k M + Φ b M→NP (n; R))
where the explicit dependence on n and R comes from the rates. Heaviside theta functions in Eq. (9) restrict the result to the region in which our model is valid (see m.t. and previous paragraph). After the interpolation and the average on n, for N = 6 and N = 18 we obtain an almost identical curve to that of n = 6 and n = 18, i.e., q(R; N ) ≈ q(R; n), as observed Figure S5 : Quenching curves coming from the model in Eq. (9) for n = 6 and n = 18, along with the Poissonian expectation values for N = 6 and 18 (Eq. (8)). The quenching curve coming from the kinetic Eqs. (3) (i.e., n = 6), here called "exact", is also plotted as a reference.
